
Model 

Part No. Dimensions Weight Rated Heated Area

IR-Mir500 60 x 100 x 2,5 cm 14,5 kg 500 W 9 - 12 m 2

IR-Mir700 70 x 130 x 2,5 cm 22,3 kg 700 W 13 - 15 m 2

5-years

SURFACE:

COLOUR: 

HEATING ELEMENT: 

REAR PANEL: 

FRAME:

SURFACE TEMPERATURE: 

VOLTAGE: 

PROTECTION CLASS: 

CABLE:

INSTALLATION: 

CERTIFICATES: 

WARRANTY: 

AVAILABLE MODELS

The heated areas are an indicative guide only. The actual heated area will depend 
on the heat loss of the room which is influenced by many factors including 
construction type, external walls, window area and insulation levels. Always use the 
online calculator or contact your dealer or installer for an accurate specification.

IR-Mir panels come with one EASY-FIX mounting bracket. When installed, the front 
of the panel will extend a total of 5cm from the wall. The panel will radiate heat into 
the room and will perform best when mounted in a position free of any direct 
obstructions such as a sofa. The panel will need to be wired into the mains and this 
should be carried out by a suitably qualified electrician. Refer to installation 
instructions for full details.

Ecostrad IR-Mir Panel Datasheet

Ecostrad IR-Mirror Panels form part of our high performance Infrared Panel range. It is 
ideally suited to both the commercial and domestic sector.

Ecostrad IR-Mir Panels can be placed in humid areas such as bathrooms without any 
condensation forming on the glass, whilst also chasing away the causes of moisture 
that convection-based heaters actually encourage (hot air moving over a cold 
surface). Due to the infrared heating process, IR-MIR Panels heat up objects in the 
room rather than the air. This helps to keep walls and furniture in humid areas warm, 
dry and free of mould. 

In addition to being a stylish, energy-efficient addition to bathrooms, IR-MIR Panels are 
popular for hallways, bedrooms and living rooms. 

All units are made with Mirrored Safety Glass and manufactured from the highest 
quality materials under strict quality control and incorporate COSIX© cell heating 
technology and innovative EASY-FIX mounting system.

Ecostrad IR-Mir panels are specifically designed to be maintenance free and to last for 
many years. For this reason, and to enable accurate temperature control and 
efficiency, the panels do not have any in-built controls and must be used in 
conjunction with an appropriate programmable thermostat. This will also ensure full 
compliance with European energy saving regulation (ERP Lot 20).

TECHNICAL DETAILS

ESG Glass with reflective Mirror coating 

N/A

COSIX© Cell Technology 

Aluminium with EASY-FIX System 

Frameless

Approx. 85°C - 95°C
220-240V, 50/60 Hz

IP45

2.4m power cable with fitted plug

Wall-mounted




